
6/24/13 (1) 2:28 Elderly parents and me on RNA Drops

Father has started with high blood pressure.
Mother had UTI/
Thought RNA Drops would prevail over these circumstances.
Father is detoxing with dry sauna and infrared ray.
No bliss. No elasticity with skin.
Not lost weight.
Will Drops really metabolize toxins.
What about results?
Congratulations for keeping parents on products.
3 steps of the process:
Know you want to take RNA Drops.
Take the drops.
Decide how much you want to allow Drops to work on all
levels.
Used to be words that gave background and theory.
Now, some are just called to the Drops.
Unrealistic expectation that nothing will happen again.
Always going to be contrast and conflict in life.
It's how we address that that is important.
High blood pressure can result when someone is trying to
control something outside their home.
Stress and conflict symptom.
There will be reasons to have symptoms. 
When you get a symptom, you try to assign blame.
There are biological and mental/emotional reasons for
high blood pressure symptoms.
Intermediate interruption of bliss and joy.
I would say this is an isolated incident.
Staying on the Drops and decided how much bliss you want
probably is dependent on hearing information.
The mind can shut down the cell's ability to get as much
physical advancement as you want.
Bliss factor is endorphins release for the first couple of days.
That not having persistent chronic health issues that provides
relief or happiness that becomes normal.
Happiness based on confidence and having more full range
of choices.
Cipro is a strong drug because there are safer, milder ones.

Future Health Now Encyclopedia - 133 disease conditions and
what to do for them holistically.
UTI is related to marking their territory.
So, the body responds to territory threats.
The concept of curing everything forever is not taking the
mind into consideration.
Then there is the doctor's mindset on top of it.

8 months on Drops; 2 months on ReMag

It's a fluorinated antibiotic and it will neutralize magnesium.



Energy and RNA Drops
Takes energy to shift on the Drops.
Recognition of huge transition; body will work its way through
various changes.

Daughter is taking parents on; hard for her to feel detached
state.
Sacrificing some of your relax and allowing is being sacrificed
by you taking care of your folks when not allowing.
Fussing about another person interferes with your own health

Skin drooping is related to gravity.

Mineral products seem to have instantaneous effects.
This is a protocol. 

magnetic pole shifts, environmental changes.
Vast majority of people feel better on the Drops.
Ascension groups do report experiencing energy changes
physically.
Stress in social life because you are changing.
Weight can be body trying to ground itself in gravitationally
challenged times. Drops are not a weight loss solution.
Everyone's body requires something different.

Our bodies are able to live through any changes.
RNA Drops will break down chemicals, heavy metals, etc.

39:25
Taking Drops for 3 months at 15 drops/2x day

Retaining strength and eliminating pain.
Has worked with children with MD. Magnesium helps.

Then, the RNA Drops will do the physical and non-physical
aspects of the condition.
People have told you it's incurable. Must get over. RNA Drops
are successful with that.
Can't estimate time but would like to hear from you progress.

42:28
Get into labyrinth of the mind regarding results.

Yeast and magnesium.
Fermenting milk and vegetables.
Is fermented foods a good tool.
50-50 as to whether those who are working with candida
think the fermented foods are helpful.

ReMag will help these symptoms.

process, iON says.
Softer skin with ReNew. Skin elasticity requires magnesium
and copper which is in the ReLyte. Perhaps one dose a day.

ReAline eliminates cellulite from the body.

Rebalancing equilbrium from changes in Four Winds, gravity,

Analyses at factory would blow you away.

SSSH Muscular Distrophy

Just bought ReMag

ReMag and ReLyte will go to a certain level of the physical.

Encouraged sister on ReMag; feel a bit responsible.

Dr. Mercola on camera interview about magnesium.



Drops are fermented barley.
There can be too much. I fall into the middle on it.
Some people can; some people can't.
Dr. Carolyn gets fermented benefits from the Drops.
There is no real homogenous answer for this question.
Look at what your ancestors ate.
If you thrive on fermented foods, they are your friend.
Magnesium oxide for help with constipation.
Magnesium oxide is 4% absorbed. 96% goes out through the
intestines, absorbs water, and flushes out as a laxative.

Castor oil pack and rubbing magnesium oil on skin of 
abdomen.

less than perfect cells. Less than perfect cells are toxic.
The less than perfect cells replaced by perfect cells.

51:10 Cell replication and regenerating organs.

Trust your body; it will extend itself into wellness.
53:00 Thank you. I believe MD is curable.
53:20 Can RNA Drops resolve yeast overgrowth or a leaky gut?

just digestive organ, it's our second brain. It's where our

Get ReMag into the muscles for the paristalsis.

ReAline is important to junk the toxins that come out of the

Micro RNAs growing and replacing heart muscle is fairly quick.

Is ReLyte similar to taking Himalayan salt?
ReMag and ReLyte to help electrical conductivity. Gut is not

immune system lies; it's where seratonin is made.
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